
4 Ways to Use Marketing 
Automation to Increase 
Revenue



Overview

Technology has changed and largely improved every function within our 
businesses. Marketing has arguably been affected the most and the quickest. 
It started modestly with digital advertising using banner ads and email blasts 
back in the late 90s. Just 20 years later, digital marketing technology provides 
capabilities that marketers never dreamed of.

One of the most important capabilities to 
come from advances in martech is marketing 
automation. This is software that allows 
companies to effectively target customers 
with automated marketing messages across 
channels. Some of the more popular platforms 
for marketing automation are Hubspot, 
Marketo, Pardot, and SharpSpring.

Marketing automation is just one tool in a 
large toolbox of adtech and martech platforms 
that modern marketers can use. For B2B 
marketers, it’s an important element in your 
marketing mix because it can generate incremental revenue. CMOs are increasingly being 
tasked with calculating ROI on initiatives. Not only is marketing automation effective at 
driving a positive ROI, it’s also easy to calculate. In most cases, marketing automation 
platforms sync up seamlessly with your sales team’s CRM.

Here are four ways B2B marketers should be using automation to  
increase revenue:



Depending on your industry and product, the sales cycle can be long. From 
the time a buyer recognizes a need to the final purchase; weeks, months, and 
sometimes even years can pass. 

1Lead Nurturing

Marketing automation can be used to effectively nurture leads throughout the purchase 
process. Sophisticated platforms allow marketers to set up various triggers based on a 
prospect’s actions. When a prospect visits a web page, interacts with a social media post, 
or opens an email, you can learn where they are in the process and what they’re interested 
in. By sending prospects content and offers that are relevant and timely, you can help 
nurture the lead, speed along the purchase process, and differentiate your company  
from competitors. 

By syncing up the marketing automation platform with your CRM, you can provide the 
sales team with valuable information. Based on which pages a prospect visited, content 
they interacted with, and emails they’ve read and clicked, the sales person will have insight 
into the buyer’s needs and interests. When it’s time to make a connection, they’ll have a 
better chance to get an appointment. 



The best source of new revenue is 
your current customers. It costs 
less to reach them and, because 
they already do business with your 
company, there’s less friction in the 
sales process. Marketing automation 
platforms can introduce customers 
to other products and services that 
complement the offerings they’re 
currently using. 

An effective way to cross-sell current customers is through soft-selling techniques that 
highlight the value to the end-user. One way to do this is by developing case studies that 
many customers can relate to or that address similar pain points that they experience. 
Many times companies find that their customers don’t have a thorough understanding of 
all of the company’s offerings. 

Also, there may be other departments within your customer’s company that are unaware 
you have capabilities that they need. Case studies should be sent to customers with 
encouragement to share internally. 

Marketing automation should be set up to actively promote your products and services 
to anyone who shows an interest in the case studies. Once a potential buyer has shown 
interest, it’s appropriate to make a harder push to sell with an offer or free demo. If your 
automation platform is connected to your CRM, you may set up a trigger to notify a sales 
person to contact them directly to discuss how the solution will work for them.

2Cross-Selling Current Customers



Marketing automation provides the 
opportunity to connect with prospects 
on a one-by-one basis, as opposed to 
mass media advertising. This gives us 
the ability to test different variables to 
learn what works in order to improve 
results over time.

Many different variables can be tested 
including offers, incentives, new products 
or services, messaging, calls to action, 
pricing, and more. The important thing to remember when running a test is to only test 
one variable at a time. For example, if you’re a SAAS company and you want to test two 
different incentives - first month free or 15% off - everything else should stay consistent. 
Sometimes marketers get tempted to make other changes like different button colors, 
graphics, or bullet points. When there are other variables involved, it’s impossible to know 
which had the effect on the actions taken.

The other important element is to determine the key performance indicator, or KPI, 
before you launch a test. There are so many metrics that come out of marketing 
automation campaigns that it can be hard to determine which worked better. 

For example, two offers are emailed to an equal number of recipients, Offer A and Offer B. 
Offer A receives a 10% open rate, a 3% click-through rate, and a 25% conversion rate on 
the landing page (sign-up). Offer B receives a 35% open rate, a 12% click-through rate, and 
a 3% conversion rate on the landing page (sign-up). Which offer performed better?

If you hadn’t established a KPI ahead of time, you could make the argument that Offer B 
was more enticing. It received more opens and clicks to the website. However, Offer A 
would have actually received twice as many sign-ups as Offer B. If that’s the main goal of 
the campaign, Offer A is the winner, now let’s work on testing different subject lines in  
our emails. 

3Test and Learn



The B2B purchase process doesn’t end with the sale and your marketing efforts 
shouldn’t end once the sale is finalized either. Hubspot refers to the final stage 
as the “Delight” stage. This stage is all about continuing to delight your existing 
customers to improve their satisfaction, increase their loyalty, and build word-
of-mouth that continues to bring in new customers.

Marketing automation can be used to 
drive both reactive customer support 
and proactive customer success to 
help customers derive value from 
your product or service. It can provide 
unexpected perks and add-ons that are 
unexpected and well received. Delight 
your customers, then use the automation 
platform to actively ask for reviews  
and referrals. 

As marketers, we often ignore our current customers. Instead, we should treat them like 
a completely separate target audience. Use the same principles that were discussed in 
“Lead Nurturing” to develop automation tracks for current customers. This is another 
opportunity to work closely with the sales team on a strategy that helps support 
their efforts. When done well, these automated touchpoints should seem manual and 
deliberate, coming directly from the sales or customer support person assigned to  
the account. 

4Creating Advocates



Conclusion
If you’re just starting out with marketing automation or planning on incorporating it 
into your martech stack, it can be overwhelming. We’ve laid out four different ways 
automation can be used to increase revenue. Don’t let the choices overwhelm you. Pick a 
lane, develop a strategy, and put a team together who can execute it. Once an initiative has 
been fully implemented, then you can begin to plan for other opportunities.

At Mason Digital, we have experience partnering with B2B marketers in many 
different facets of content marketing and marketing automation. Whether you’re 
using Hubspot, Pardot, or another platform, we can probably help. If you’d like to 
discuss your specific marketing needs,  
please contact us.

 

https://masondigital.com/contact/

